P.7/12(P.2) A.Dawson noted that she had encountered me "three times in the gym", yet including the incident prior
to the one which had the cops called (at my request), I only noted her in the gym one other time, which
was way back around the start of Spring, where I believe we first spoke, though it was months earlier
and can't even say for sure because I barely remember her. I also don't tend to speak with people in the
gym and only talk with a few men I know of from time to time should I see them in there. The particular
conversation originally noted earlier in the report I barely remember having been about me asking
whether her husband worked out in the gym, where she noted something about him working out
elsewhere and asking why she didn't wear her wedding ring, which she noted she had a tattoo one (if I
remember right). I don't recall how this conversation started. This conversation didn't last for more than
3 min. as I was in between sets.

P.7/12(P.3) This is one of the more shocking and laughable things I have read in this report made on A.Dawson's
behalf. Which is that she noted that I had actually mentioned something about her having "good form"
while doing squats? Seriously? I not only wouldn't mentioned something so strange to a woman, but to
anyone. In part, and simply because there is no "form" when it comes to doing squats, on rails no less.
It's very black & white. You are either doing squats or not. There is no "form" lol wow. The level of
fabrication on her part is beyond reason to me, particularly since I would NEVER be interested in
someone like her, even if you didn't count her personality, etc. To me, she is the car equivalent of
walking by something like a 97' Ford Escort. I've been a gym rat forever, and because of my slender build,
I've always known that I have to limit my exercise time because I'm not there to burn calories, I'm there
to bulk. Conversation (with anyone) just adds to that time and can ultimately be a draw back to my
muscle training, having exercised for to long, burning to many calories.

P.7/12(P.4) Many days later (after this incident) I recalled one of the only other 3 total times I had even seen this
person (A.Dawson) around since having (figuratively) spoken with her (that I scarcely recall) just prior to
Spring. This circumstance that actually occurred approx. 3 weeks prior, was when I was riding my bike
around and had passed by the front (headed toward the entrance), and recall having seen (whom I
believe was) A.Dawson walking with a kid on the side walk. As stated in my statement to the office, etc. I
don't tend to wear shirts really anywhere when doing multiple things (during the Summer), which
includes riding my bike. My repertoire consists of shorts, shades and shoes, while doing so. Part of the
reason is not so different from the pool, which includes my desire to tan, except in this case it's also
exercise, etc. Because I can tend to ride with no hands (sitting up right) and also don't wear a helmet, I'm
constantly scanning for tail lights, little rocks, speed bumps, etc. When I had scanned over to the left, I
saw A.Dawson had noticed me and looked away, while rolling her eyes. I thought, of course, that was
rude but didn't think much of it and continued on my way. I will elaborate on this later.

P.7/12(P.5) Interestingly enough, this paragraph (in her own wording), along with the "eye roll" gesture (noted in
(P.7/12(P.4)) constitutes that this scenario was never about "exercise room etiquette". She notes, quote
"it creeped her out for him to take off his shirt in this small gym when they were the only two people
there". As though she would have been fine if there were more people to some degree. Yet, the incident
regarding me on my bike and shirtless suggests that it was about something else entirely, to which we're
unaware of. There are also other men who take their shirts off in there as well (and still do, after hours
as well). And because of the way she and her husband act, it's safe to assume it's only a matter of time
before there is another problem regarding this in the future, again... with no complex surveillance to
speak of.

P.7/12(P.6) This interaction simply did not occur. This is a total fabrication (by A.Dawson) in her attempt to make it
sound like she had some sort of endemic problem regarding this shirt ordeal, in order to sell her position,
while (figuratively) also throwing Greystar staff under the bus (so to speak) for not having done their job.
Figuratively, had the shirt thing been an issue prior to the July 15th incident, then I would have been
notified by the only other Greystar staff which remain (other than Amy), and would consist of Megan or
Amber. The only conversation about not only gym rules, but complex rules (in their entirety), was about
re-stacking weights and not having dogs in the gym (which was a neighbors). Both were with Amber, a
conversation that was short and agreeable and I've had none with Megan (regarding any rules). (Dogs
are allowed everywhere else within the clubhouse).

P.8/12(P.1) I never work out with anyone in the gym. Even people I know here and are already in the gym - we don't
work out together. The guy (whom she speaks of) is noted in my original statement to the office and I
not only don't know, but was already in the gym ahead of me. This person had left in and around 5 min
after I had entered. The other woman (approx. mid 40's, obese and fit the profile of a school bus driver)
had left approx. 10-12 min later, due to the incessant badgering of A.Dawson and the interaction is
noted in my original statement to the office.

P.8/12(P.2) Interestingly enough here, her having said quote (and allegedly) "looking back, I should have just left the
gym because Mr.Bigelow just creeped me out" - had all the opportunity in the world the next time I
would encounter this person, after her having menaced me (on 7/17/17, acting like she was the victim),
while leaving the gym. This time (8 weeks later), I got A.Dawson on video on 9/9/17 entering the gym,

where I was the only one in there and she not only had no apparent issue and did not leave the gym
upon noticing I was the only other one present, but actually verbally (and inappropriately) engaged me
around 30 secs after having entered (across the room), where on video has her then cursing at me
because I told her simply quote "don't talk to me". Mocking what I had said also followed this, while
making sure she said a long winded "bye" to me, after I had grabbed my camera, my bag and left;
figuratively recording all I needed to show people how she actually is and what is going on with this
person psychologically. All this from a married woman. Simply put, this person is a bully (at the least),
where if she doesn't get her self-entitled way, she is beside herself and will stoop to any level, not
discluding character assassination to otherwise complete strangers. I know of another (female) resident
here who has witnessed her cursing at her own husband for relatively small infractions as well. It appears
she's less likely to do this with more people around.

P.8/12(P.3) Wow. Another total fabrication, figuratively, again, because other than the shirt thing she doesn't have
much else to go on in order to cover this total over reaction on both the Dawson's part, who don't have a
humble bone in their bodies. I don't "grunt" when I work out (can be demonstrated), and to the best of
my knowledge... nobody does; it's not a thing. When lifting considerable weight (especially during bench
press), one breathes in and holds that breath in per drop of the weight. Because if you don't, it will be
more difficult to rebound the weight, while then ex-hailing after (or while) doing so.

P.8/12(P.4) At no point did I lift a single weight after having originally removing my shirt (with approx. 15 min to go
in my routine). What actually happened here is noted in my original statement to the office, etc.
A.Dawson also never mentioned anything about the "lease addendum" at any time and the actual
interaction that occurred here is noted in my original statement as well.

P.8/12(P.5) Wow. Total fabrication here. She actually stated to the officer that I had not only taken my shirt off, but
then put it back on and took it off again!?! What a fallacy. Under my own volition, after her having said
quote "put your fucking shirt back on", I was never within closer to 5 yards from her and at any time, and
never had my shirt off for more than 10 seconds. She had stated in the report that she said quote
"Please put your fucking shirt back on!" What on earth? Who demands something of someone in that
way, where you are polite and curse at someone in the same statement? Lose the "please" and this was
the 1st and 2nd thing she had said to me, outside of her originally engaging me many minutes earlier
about how many sets I had on the leg press machine, when the other two people were still in the room.

P.8/12(P.6) A part of this can be fact checked, because she noted that I had quote "locked the door" after having
closed it (because she was being so obnoxious). To the best of my knowledge... residents have no ability
to lock doors within the clubhouse (that are not the restrooms). She also never stated "back the fuck up"
as (again) I was never within 5 yards of her through my own volition.

P.8/12(P.7) Once I was in the process of closing the door (where most of the reason was noted in my original
statement to the office), I had turned back and saw A.Dawson peeking out around the corner (while still
seated on the bench the entire time, leaning over on her hands) with the same smile she had on her face
since having called me a quote "predator" (just moments earlier), which had me laugh (momentarily) to
a degree then, in part because I knew she was not as serious as she had come off originally regarding the
shirt (more to this stated earlier in P.7/12(P.5). I believe the main reason she had the smile on is because
she not only knew she was being over the top in her reaction to me, but she was actually getting joy out
of all this drama - she was creating, where at no time did I curse at her, impede her, or disrespect her in
any way. (The video provided, taken later on 9/9/17 shows more of this behavior). Prior to me having
closed the door, I had grabbed my phone off a Southern window seal, and put it in my pocket, with the
original intent to leave the room. I did not leave, but instead walked over to and closed the (remaining ft.
of the) door, but before I was fixing to go, I intended on having a quick chat with her (before actually
leaving) after having walked back to the Southern side of the leg extension machine, and was done with
her childish, spoiled, obtuse, garbage. Before I had even got a single word out, she had sat back, with a
completely different look on her face, and IMO had understood she wasn't going to have her cake (me
putting my shirt on) and eat it too (which was me auto-leaving the gym). IMO she wanted to have the
room all to herself because she likes to use multiple machines/areas at one time (unimpeded), at her
leisure (usually getting her way), and others I have seen and spoke to (including witnessing the
interaction with the older woman minutes prior) conclude this. What happened next was A.Dawson
realizing she - (the bully) had lost. And nothing more she could have said to me was going to keep me
from standing my ground vs such a disrespectful individual. Not more than two seconds later, she had
grabbed all of her things, rounded the corner, and prior to having left she got within around a half foot of
my face and now recall her having said "get the fuck out of my face!" (ironically) at the top of her lungs,
which is where the menacing took place and was the only time my notable distance was closed to her
(by her). This (to me) was her last little peck at me, because she not only knew she would get away with
it (for multiple reasons), but wanted to make it sound like she was some sort of victim on her way out.
Period. But, of course, as we know (later), it wasn't enough for her.

P.8/12(P.8) More fallacies. There was never "3 weird encounters", including this scenario. At the time, I had only
even recalled seeing her in the gym the original time we spoke several months earlier. J.Dawson also

never came in there to "talk". Our encounter is noted in my original statement to the office, etc. To me,
this just speaks volumes about A.Dawson paying way more attention to me than I ever had, or would to
her.

P.8/12(P.9) Again, making it up as the Dawson's go along. First off, as far as J.Dawson's injuries or contributions to
them are concerned... there's no way to prove anything about them because J.Dawson fled the scene in
their vehicle (as stated by officer Andrews), even though A.Dawson had mentioned something about a
bleeding leg (on his behalf). Generalizing, while quoting... "something like - "I need to calm you down"
isn't a statement, it's a fallacious talking point. And men, especially one that is outweighed by an
individual by nearly 25% (and considerably older) don't follow such a statement by pushing said male, in
order to start a fight, to which I have nothing to gain. I also don't recall him hitting me until he used his
prison guard grappling move on me, after I had cleared the corner, near the (internal) door and was on
the ground.

P.9/12(P.7) At no time did J.Dawson ask "are you the guy with his shirt off?" What actually happened is noted in my
original statement to the office, etc.

P.9/12(P.8) Again, once J.Dawson had walked over to me (after having been in the room for not more than 15
seconds and making two statements (noted in orig. statement), I stood up so as to not have some guy,
who was just hollering at me, standing right over and behind me, while seated.

P.9/12(P.9) Entirely fabricated.

P.9/12(P.10) After J.Dawson had walked over to me, at no time did I continue working out then, or anymore for the
rest of that day. The proposed quote about me having said "well, you are already in here" is entirely
fabricated.

P.9/12(P.11) This conversation, action (of me pushing him), or anything relative to it ever took place. The only
accurate, yet misplaced item here is when I had told him plainly, and laughingly (while looking at him
through the mirror) "you don't tell me what to do", after he had made his 2nd demand for me to come
to the middle of the room, while I was completing a set, just seconds after he entered.

P.9/12(P.12) Again, after J.Dawson pushed me first... he never got close enough to me while in the corner to have
punched, kicked or what have you anything until I had cleared the area, near the internal side door. This
is where he may have landed an original punch, while then using his grappling move on me and the bulk
of the punches came (to my head), while he was on my injured leg.

P.10/12(P.1) Haha, right. J.Dawson "shoved" an awkwardly raised bench over with "his foot" in order to put
something "in between" my hundred and fifty pound self, and he who out weighs me by 45 pounds
because he didn't want to fight me - total fabrication. What actually happened with the bench is noted in
my original statement to the office.

P.10/12(P.2) More lies by J.Dawson. Saying I had "come at him", as though I have some sort of grudge with a guy that
came to me, while I was working out, after his ridiculous, spoiled, disrespectful, over-rated wife didn't
get entirely what she wanted and this clown claims I came at him, where our BMI difference is at least 8
points, with an 11 years age difference. He also didn't just grab me around the head. He put his foot into
the back of my right knee and put all his weight on me, plowing my (right) knee into ground - spraining it
and causing significant calf bruising, which took longer to entirely heal than the knee did. This was
followed by hitting me about 4 times in the head, while he lay on top of my leg, with me on my left side,
guarding against blows to my head. Amy, again, never said anything while standing in the door way, until
the guy was on his way out and I asked her to call the police because I had just been assaulted and she
replied "okay" (and did).

P.10/12(P.3) Lastly, again... J.Dawson already went on record as having stated that his "shift at the correctional
institute started at 9pm." He *fled* the area (so as to cover his tracks) at around 4:30, after the assault.
This means that J.Dawson left to go "work out" supposedly, 4 & 1/2 hours prior to his shift starting. No

one works out for more than 4 hours. Because officer Andrews wasn't able to locate J.Dawson until after
8pm that night, it means that it gave J.Dawson approx. 3 & 1/2 hours to not only fabricate a story, but
also a lot of time to parallel his with that already submitted by A.Dawson, prior to being questioned by
officer Andrews. Likely one core co-fabrication having to do with (allegedly) multiple "shirtless"
encounters with A.Dawson and myself.

